
RK GOALTENDER           NHL DRAFT      UPDATE                           LM      +/-

1 BRADEN HOLTBY  WAS 2008-93                         2 1

2 JACOB MARKSTROM FLA 2008-31             1 -1

3 ROBIN LEHNER  OTT 2009-46          3 0

4 EDDIE LACK  VAN Undrafted          4 0 

5 ANTON KHUDOBIN BOS 2004-206          6 1

6 BEN BISHOP  OTT 2005-85           9 3

7 ALEX STALOCK  SJS 2005-112                 7 0

8  ANDERS NILSSON  NYI 2009-62          5 -3

9 KEVIN POULIN  NYI 2008-126          8 -1

10 MATT HACKETT  MIN 2009-77          11 1

11 BEN SCRIVENS  TOR Undrafted           17 6

12 RICHARD BACHMAN DAL 2006-120          13 1

13 CEDRICK DESJARDINS MTL Undrafted          10 -3

14 MARTIN JONES  LAK Undrafted          12 -2

15 CHAD JOHNSON  PHX 2006-125          16 1 

16 JEFF ZATKOFF  PIT 2006-74           14 -2

17 JACK CAMPBELL  DAL 2010-11                  15 -2

18 DUSTIN TOKARSKI TBL  2008-122                  18  0

19 JUSSI RYNNAS  TOR Undrafted          20 1

20 LELAND IRVING  CGY 2006-26          19 -1

21 FREDERIK ANDERSEN ANH 2012-82          22 1

22 CALVIN PICKARD  COL 2010-49          23 1 

23 JUSTIN PETERS  CAR 2004-38          29 6

24 MARK VISENTIN  PHX 2010-27              25 1

25 PETR MRAZEK  DET 2010-141          26 1

26 JAKE ALLEN  STL 2008-34                    24 -2

27 DARCY KUEMPER  MIN 2009-161          21 -6

28 EDWARD PASQUALE WPG 2009-117          27 -1 

29 KEITH KINKAID  NJD Undrafted          30 1

30 *CRISTOPHER NILSTORP DAL Undrafted          40 10

31 RIKU HELENIUS  TBL 2006-15          28 -3

32 PHILIPP GRUBAUER WSH 2010-112           34 2

33 IGOR BOBKOV  ANH 2009-76          31 -2
 
34 MARK DEKANICH  WPG 2006-146          33 -1

35 JEREMY SMITH  NSH 2007-54           37 2

36 JAROSLAV JANUS TBL 2009-162          38 2

37 JOHN GIBSON  ANH 2011-37          41 4

38 HARRI SATERI  SJS 2008-106          39 1

39 TYLER BUNZ  EDM 2010-34          35 -4

40 OLIVIER ROY  EDM 2009-133          36 -4

41 NIKO HOVINEN  PHI 2006-132          32 -9

42 NIKLAS SVEDBERG BOS Undrafted          46 4

43 *ALEX SALAK  UFA Undrafted                  43 0

44 CAMERON TALBOT NYR Undrafted          44 0

45 ALLEN YORK  CBJ 2007-158          42 -3

46 BRAD THIESSEN  PIT Undrafted          45 -1 

47 MAGNUS HELLBERG NSH 2011-32          47 0

48 SAMI AITTOKALLIO COL 2010-107          49 1

49 MALCOLM SUBBAN BOS 2012-24          50 1

50 ANDREI VASILEVSKI TBL 2012-19          52 2

51 JOHAN GUSTAFSSON MIN 2010-159          51 0
52 SCOTT WEDGEWOOD NJD 2010-84          48 -4
53 OSCAR DANSK  CBJ 2012-31          53 0
54 JORDAN BINNINGTON STL 2011-88           56 2
55 ROBERT MAYER  MTL Undrafted          59 4
56 J-F BERUBE  LAK 2009-95          58 2
57 MIKKO KOSKINEN  NYI 2009-31          55 -2
58 MARK OWUYA  TOR Undrafted          60 2
59 *JOACIM ERIKSSON UFA 2008-196           57 -2
60 MAC CARRUTH  CHI 2010-191          61 1
61 MIKE MURPHY  CAR 2008-165          54 -7
62 ANDREY MAKAROV BUF Undrafted          67 5
63 LAURENT BROSSOIT CGY 2011-164          66 3
64 J.P. ANDERSON  SJS Undrafted          63 -1
65 CHET PICKARD  NSH  2008-18          62 -3
66 MIKE LEE  PHX 2009-91          65 -1
67 ATTE ENGREN  NSH 2007-204          64 -3
68 JASON MISSIAEN  NYR Undrafted          68 0
69 CHRIS DRIEDGER  OTT 2012-76          72 3
70 MICHAEL HOUSER FLA Undrafted          73 3
71 CHRIS RAWLINGS* UFA Undrafted          71 0
72 JOE CANNATA  VAN 2009-173          74 2
73 MICHAEL HUTCHINSON BOS 2008-77          70 -3
74 PETER DELMAS  MTL 2008-83          69 -5
75 JON GILLIES  CGY 2012-75          77 2
76 JOONAS KORPISALO CBJ 2012-62          76 0
77 CHRISTOPHER GIBSON LAK 2011-38          78 1
78 KENT SIMPSON  CHI 2010-58                    75 -3
79 JONI ORTIO  CGY 2009-171          79 0
80 DANIEL ALTSHULLER CAR 2012-69          81 1
81 ANTHONY STOLARZ PHI 2012-45          83 2
82 NATHAN LIEUWEN BUF 2011-167          84 2
83 CONNOR KNAPP  BUF 2009-164          82 -1
84 LOUIS DOMINGUE  PHX 2010-138          85 1
85 PATRICK KILLEEN  PIT 2008-180          80 -5
86 ADAM WILCOX  TBL 2011-178          89 3
87 CAL HEETER  PHI Undrafted          88 1
88 GARRET SPARKS  TOR 2007-113          92  4
89 ANTON FORSBERG CBJ 2011-188          91 2
90 KENT PATTERSON COL 2007-113          90 0
91 TYLER BESKOROWANY DAL 2008-59           87 -3
92 MAXIME CLERMONT NJD 2010-174          86 -6
93 ZANE GOTHBERG  BOS 2010-163          95 2
94 MATTHEW MURRAY PIT 2012-83           94 0
95 SCOTT STAJCER  NYR 2009-140          96 1
96 SAM BRITTAIN  FLA 2010-92          93 -3
97 BRANDON WHITNEY CHI 2012-191          98 1
98 SERGEI KOSTENKO WSH 2012-203          99 1
99  THOMAS MCCOLLUM DET 2008-30                    100 1
100 JEFF FRAZEE  NJD 2005-38          97 -3

By seamlessly transitioning from the AHL to the NHL, Holtby put himself one solid 
step above Markstrom and the rest of the class. Despite a rough 6-3 loss to Tam-
pa on opening night last Saturday, he still posted a .932 SV% in 25 AHL games.   

Although Jacob wasn’t expected to make the Panthers in the abbreviated training 
camp, he was invited to participate. It’s unclear how he performed, but he returned 
to San Antonio empty-handed. He has posted a .913 SV% in 25 AHL games.  
 
Lehner has done all of the right things this season to prove he’s maturing, both on 
and off the ice. He made the Senators out of training camp, as he backed up An-
derson on opening night. He posted a .945 SV% in 21 games so far in the AHL.

Lack is still suffering from a hip injury that has kept him out of the lineup since No-
vember 24. With only 13 games played this season, and just a .899 SV%, this is 
clearly not the type of potential “breakout” season that he or anyone envisioned.

With the hectic and unfamiliar lockout finally behind him, Khudobin is set to push 
Rask for starts in the NHL. I’m personally a fan of his potential to play as many as 
16 games and continue to improve his long-term value as a full-time NHL goalie. 

With Bishop back in the NHL, his value increases accordingly. He’s certainly be-
ing pushed by Lehner, but even if he’s squeezed out of a job in Ottawa, he’ll land 
one elsewhere. He was 8-3-2 with a .928 SV% and 2.59 GAA in Binghamton.

Al is only 1-2-1 this month, giving up 14 goals on 129 shots, a .891 SV%. Despite 
the rough stretch, his long-term value is steady. With Tomas Greiss headed for 
free agency in a few months, Stalock is positioned nicely within the organization.     

Nilsson is struggling in Bridgeport, so the talented tandem goes back to being 
interchangeable parts. The team sits in 8th place in the East (on 1/18), but they’ve 
allowed the most goals in the AHL. Nilsson has three wins in his last 11 games.    

Kevin had a nice stretch at the tail end of December, posting a 36-save shutout on 
12/27 vs. CT and winning four in a row to end the month. But he lost three in a row 
to kick off January, and has allowed 18 goals on his last 133 shots, a .865 SV%.   

Matt is stuck in a four-game losing streak, but he’s still stopping the puck at a high 
rate. He has a .920 SV% in January (1-4) and facing over 32 shots a game. And 
he’ll have to be mentally ready for a recall if Backstrom or Harding get injured. 

Since Toronto hasn’t pulled the trigger for Roberto Luongo or any other veteran 
goalie just yet, Ben has the inside edge on the starting gig over a rustier Reimer 
after earning a 2-1 win over Montreal on 1/19, which is a serious boost in value.   
 
Bachman was sent down to the AHL on 1/18, but it might only be for conditioning 
purposes. Since he doesn’t have to clear re-entry waivers (it was eliminated in the 
new CBA), he could come up and replace Cristopher Nilstorp at any time.    

Hamilton is the worst team in the league with only 13 wins this season, and Ceddy 
hasn’t won since 12/11, losing nine games in a row (0-9-1 in 10). He was exposed 
to waivers on 1/17 but went unclaimed, a sign his value is starting to deteriorate.   

Martin went 0-5-1 in December with a 3.13 GAA and .885 SV%, stopping 139-
of-157 shots. But the good news for Kings fans is that he has put together a few 
good games, winning his only two starts in January and stopping 60-of-63 shots.  

Chad is playing very well in Portland right now despite the fact he’s being pushed 
by Visentin. He is 3-1 in January with a .930 SV%, and has just two losses since 
Dec. 1st. His odds of backing up Smith next season continue to slowly rise.   

Jeff has lost his last five games, allowing 12 goals on just 92 shots. He has only 
won twice since December 1st, so he is not playing nearly up to his expectations 
right now. He has stopped just 25 of his last 30 shots in two games this month.  

While going 0-2-1 in December with a 2.96 GAA and .900 SV%, Jack made a few 
adjustments to his gear. He started wearing a throat collar and knee pads, and so 
far this month, it’s paying off. He’s 3-1 with a 2.26 GAA, a .932 SV% and 1 SO.  

Dustin had a very nice seven-game winning streak before losing his latest start on 
1/18, but has stopped just 165-of-183 shots for a .901 SV% (1 SO). So while he’s 
no stopping pucks at a high rate, he’s winning, and that keeps his value steady.  

Now that Scrivens is in the NHL, Jussi has a chance to put a stranglehold on the 
starting role with the Marlies. He’s only 1-3-0 with a .915 SV% this month, but he’s 
still holding a .933 SV% for the season. The next 10-12 weeks is huge for him.  

Leland may have won the backup role over Karlsson, but a lot of that is due to the 
political landscape in Calgary. A former first-rounder is going to get every chance 
to legitimize his value, but only a few games behind Kipper won’t make it easy.  

Frederik missed two weeks in December due to injury and has gone 0-3-1 since 
then. But despite the losses, he has a 2.71 GAA and .920 SV% in his last 5 games, 
proof that he’s doing everything he can to help a struggling Norfolk team.  

Calvin has shown some real good signs of development in January. He’s not only 
4-1-0 this month with a 1.97 GAA and .942 SV%, but he’s showcasing his durabil-
ity. He played back-to-back games on 1/10-11 and stopped 66-of-71 shots (1-1). 

Nobody deserves to be back in the Top-25 more than Justin. He has been excel-
lent all year long in Charlotte, but his strongest stretch has been in January. He’s 
4-1-0 in his last five games with three shutouts and 143 saves on 150 shots.

On 12/7-8, Mark gave up eight goals on 43 shots. After that, he rattled off six 
straight wins and gave up just eight goals, including two games where he stopped 
48-of-49 and 39-of-40. But now he’s allowed 10 goals on his last 47 shots (0-2). 

Despite the fact Petr has just a .883 SV% this month (2-2-1), he was voted to the 
AHL All-Star Game and still has a 13-5-1 record with a 2.33 GAA and .913 SV%. 
Furthermore, Detroit’s depth in goal is essentially nonexistent without him there.    

Jake’s troubles continue in Peoria, where he’s just 1-3 in January with a 3.51 GAA 
and .886 SV%. He seems to be having technical issues with his glove hand, too. 

By no fault of his own, a lack of playing time in Houston has slowed down his de-
velopment. Still a top-flight prospect, but he’ll need more time in Minny’s system. 

Eddie lost his first two games in January, but since then, he has played very well 
in his last three games, stopping 85-of-89 shots and going 2-0-1 with a shutout.

Keith continues to prove he’s the true #3 for NJ. He has gone 4-1-0 in January 
with a 2.46 GAA and .904 SV%, which doesn’t reflect how well he’s played.

His NHL debut was a sensational 31-save effort in a 1-0 loss in Minnesota. He can 
definitely hang in the NHL and could be in the Top-25 before the Ides of March.

I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t disappointed in Riku. He has lost his last three games, 
giving up 12 goals on just 86 shots. He’s starting to run out of time this season.   

Since coming up to Hershey back on 1/12, Philipp has proved he belongs. In four 
appearances, he has gone 2-1-0 and stopped 101 of 109 shots, a .927 SV%. 

Igor has played just once in January, allowing four goals on 26 shots in an OT loss 
to Syracuse. He has lost starts to Fasth, Andersen, and now Jeff Deslauriers. 
 
Mark has played just once in January, allowing three goals on 32 shots in a loss to 
Manchester. He isn’t getting any younger, but all it takes is one big opportunity. 

Jeremy is 2-2-2 this month with a 2.57 GAA and .922 SV%. If Rinne plays a long 
stretch of consecutive games, don’t be surprised if Smith is recalled to play 1-2.  

If Helenius continues to struggle in Syracuse, there’s a chance the Lightning could 
bring Janus back over next season. His play in the KHL warrants the rise. 

To say John was the MVP of the 2013 World Junior Championships is still an un-
derstatement, as he single-handedly led Team USA through the Medal Round.  

Harri is only 1-3-0 with a 2.73 GAA and .898 SV% this month, but his overall de-
velopment is heading in the right direction, especially with Stalock at his side.

Tyler hasn’t been very good in the ECHL lately. He went just 2-4-2 in December 
with a .878 SV%, and in his last two games, has allowed 11 goals on 74 shots. 

Olivier will get some action while Yann Danis is up with Edmonton, but he’s just 
2-2 with a 2.25 GAA and .900 SV% this month, and 6-6 with a .899 SV% overall. 

Niko’s stock is crashing after reports out of Trenton say he’s not meshing very well 
with the team. His stats are poor and his hips are also a serious long-term issue.

After going 4-1-1 with a 2.62 GAA and .919 SV% in December, Svedberg is al-
ready 4-1-1 again this month, but with an even better 1.98 GAA and .922 SV%. 

Salak has played even better in January than in December, as he now has a 1.60 
GAA (was 1.66) and .941 SV% (was .938) through 31 games in Farjestad (SEL).  

Cam continues to log heavy minutes, as he is 2-3-0 with a 2.38 GAA and a very 
solid .920 SV% this month. He pitched a 25-save shutout on 1/4 vs. ADK.   

Allen is starting to settle in a bit more in Springfield while Curtis McElhinney recov-
ers from an injury. He has won three games in a row but has just a .898 SV%. 

Brad went 0-4-1 with a 3.55 GAA and .884 in December, but has turned things 
around by going 4-1-0 with a 1.01 GAA, 2 shutouts, and a .953 SV% this month. 

Magnus has lost his only two starts in January, but has stopped 53-of-57 shots, 
giving up just two goals in each game. He has a .899 SV% in 12 appearances.

Sami has been playing the role of backup while Calvin carries the workload this 
month, but in his two starts in January, he’s 2-0 with 50 saves on 54 shots. 

Subban’s World Juniors experience ended on a sour note, but he did showcase 
some excellent long-term value. His flexibility and agility are his top-notch traits.   

Andrei was extremely solid in the World Juniors for Russia, and this came even 
with the pressure of the home crowd and the split workload with A. Makarov.

With a 1.65 GAA and .929 SV% in 25 games, his real test comes in the playoffs.
A 2-4-1 record with a 3.87 GAA And .881 SV% this month is a small step back.  
Oscar has played three times in January, stopping 64-of-74 shots (.865 SV%).
Jordan was 2nd in OHL GAA (2.19) and SV% (.932) with a 20-6-4 record (1/21). 
With Desjardins struggling, Robert has gone 2-1-1 in January with a .928 SV%. 
Berube currently sits sixth in ECHL GAA (2.32) and is 12-3-2 with a .903 SV%.
Through 40 games with KalPa (SM-liiga), Mikko has a 2.14 GAA and .914 SV%.   
After playing in Vegas (ECHL), Mark won his first AHL start since 12/2 on 1/19.     
On 1/21, Joacim sat 5th in the SEL in SV% (.931) and had just a 1.71 GAA.
On 1/21, Mac was first overall in the WHL in SV% (.936), with a 20-2-1 record. 
I’ve been unable to find any type of recent update on Murphy. He’s not playing.
After a strong WJC performance, Andrey is 1-2-2 with a .911 SV% in the WHL.   
Laurent is 4-2 this month with 2 shutouts and 183 saves on 190 shots (.963 %).  
JP has been bombarded in his last three starts, stopping 109-of-125 shots (2-1), 
On 1/21, Chet sat 4th in the Allsvenskan in SV% (.921) and 4th in GAA (2.10).
Despite going 2-2 with a .899 SV% this month, on 1/21, Mike was 2nd in GAA. 
Through 34 games with TPS, Atte had a 2.51 GAA and a 5th-best .926 SV%.
Jason has been very strong this month, going 2-1-1 with a .938 SV% and 1 SO. 
Chris won five in a row to kick off 2013 and is 6-2 this month with a .912 SV%. 
Has played nine games since 12/19 and is 6-3 with a  2.66 GAA and .927 SV%.  
Chris has allowed 17 goals in his last four games, stopping 107-of-124 shots.   
 Joe has stopped 47-of-52 shots in three AHL games since the call-up for Lack.
Michael has lost his last four games and is 0-3-0 this month with a .894 SV%.  
Playing more regularly in Wheeling, Peter is 3-2-0 with a .879 SV% this month. 
Jon has won three in a row to kick off 2013, including a 44-save shutout on 1/12. 
He was average for Finland in the WJC’s, as they struggled w/out their captain. 
On 1/21, Chris stood third in GAA in the QMJHL (2.63) and 1st in SV% (.914).
Kent has given up three goals in each of his last four games, going just 1-1-2. 
Through 39 games with HIFK, Joni has a 2.35 GAA and a .919 SV% overall.  
On 1/21, Dan was 6th in OHL GAA (2.61) going 3-3 with a .899 SV% this month.   
He bailed on UNO to sign in London (OHL) and stopped 67 of his first 74 shots. 
Continues to play well in Greenville, winning all 3 starts this month (.954 SV%). 
Connor has lost his last three games and he hasn’t played since back on 12/22.  
After going 6-1-0 in December, Louis is only 2-2-1 with a .895 SV% this month  
Patrick hasn’t played an ECHL game since 12/8 so his value continues to slide.
Adam continues to be the best freshman goalie in the entire NCAA here in MN.
Cal has won three of his last four games and has a strong .930 SV% this month.  
On 1/21, the Gold Medalist was 9th in OHL GAA (2.62) and 7th in SV% (.918).
Anton is still one of the top goalies in the Allsvenskan, sitting 3rd in SV% (.933).
Kent continues to shine in the CHL, proving he’s 100% ready for the next level.
Tyler is 2-1-1 this month with a decent 2.45 GAA and .922 SV% (.913 overall).
Only 3 goalies have a worse GAA than Maxime (3.64), who is 3-2-1 this month.
I watched Zane battle hard in a tough building in a 4-4 tie vs. Minnesota on 1/19. 
Matt has won five of his last seven games, posting a .911 SV% along the way.
Scott finally got some playing time this month, as he’s 2-1-1 with a .919 SV%.  
Sam’s first start since 12/8 came on 1/19 and he gave up five goals in a loss.
Brandon is 3-3-0 this month with a .876 SV%, stopping 127-of-145 total shots.
In three appearances this month, he is 0-1-1 with only 63 saves on 73 shots.
Earned NHL recall on 1/20 (injury) after going 3-1 in Grand Rapids this month. 
Hasn’t won since 11/17/12 and has stopped 51-of-58 shots this month (0-1-1).

GOALTENDER                 NHL     DRAFT  UPDATE               AGE
 

RETO BERRA          UFA  2006-106           26
SEAN BONAR          UFA  Undrafted           21
MARC CHEVERIE          UFA  2006-193           25
MATHIEU CORBEIL         UFA  2010-102           21
JARED COREAU          UFA  Undrafted           21
PAUL DAINTON          UFA  Undrafted           26
DENNIS ENDRAS          MIN  Undrafted           27
ZOLTAN HETENYI          UFA  Undrafted           24
CARTER HUTTON          CHI  Undrafted           27
DANIEL LARSSON          UFA  2006-92           26
PARKER MILNER          UFA  Undrafted           22
JOHN MUSE          CAR  Undrafted           24
MATT O’CONNOR           UFA  Undrafted           20
F. PETTERSSON-WENTZEL         UFA  2010-128           21
KENNY REITER          UFA  Undrafted           26
JOSH ROBINSON          UFA  Undrafted           23
BRIAN STEWART          UFA  Undrafted           27
DANNY TAYLOR          UFA  Undrafted           26

JANUARY 21, 2012
The last month has been a complete whirlwind in the hockey 

world. Not only did the NHL lockout finally end, but that led to a 
bunch of goalie recalls trickling down from the AHL and ECHL. 

Maybe the most exciting one for me was Dallas’ Cristopher 
Nilstorp. Due to Richard Bachman needing a conditioning as-
signment after not playing during the lockout, Nilstorp performed 
well enough in training camp to make his NHL debut on Sunday 
night here in the Twin Cities. It was an excellent showing, too. 
He stopped 31-of-32 shots in a 1-0 loss, proving he can play in 
the NHL and succeed as he continues to develop.

You won’t find Nilstorp in the Top-25...yet. Let’s see if he can 
earn a few more starts and play as well as he did on the 20th. 

However you will find Petr Mrazek on the Top-25 for the first 
time. He was named to the AHL All-Star Game as a rookie, an 
admirable feat for sure. E-mail: justin@thehockeyguild.com

aHidden

He now has a .895 SV% in 39 games with Biel and is unlikely to return next year. 
Sean has a strong technical game and faces a lot of real good talent in the ECAC.  
Marc continues to play well for Elmira, as he is 2-1-1 with a .934 SV% this month.
Didn’t play once in December, but on 1/18 he stopped 48-of-49 shots in a big win. 
6-5 Jr. for Northern Michigan has a .922 SV% and 2.53 GAA in 25 games (CCHA). 
Pauly had a big weekend for Springfield, stopping 63-of-65 shots on B-2-B wins.
He now has a 2.25 GAA and .927 SV% in 28 games for Adler Mannheim (DEL).  
Zoltan is 2-0-1 in his last 3 ECHL games, stopping 68-of-69 in his last two starts. 
Carter won three in a row before getting kicked out for the brawl vs. GR on 1/19.
He’s only 16th in SV% in the Elitserien (.911 SV%), but has done well in 30 GP.
Milner is only 2-2-1 this month, allowing 15 goals. He had a .915 SV% as of 1/21. 
Had a weak .886 SV% in the ECHL, but won his AHL season debut (25-of-26).  
Big body and strong skating skills has him labeled for a pro deal in a few years. 
FPW had a sub-par 2.77 GAA and .901 SV% in 12 games with Farjestad (SEL).  
Ken has bounced back from a leaky December, going 4-1 in Jan with a .933 SV%. 
Josh got snubbed for the ECHL All-Star Game and was 14-3-2 on 1/21 for Idaho. 
Brian finally snapped a lengthy losing streak with a 39-save win on 1/12 vs. Idaho.
Dan has been superb in January, allowing just 1 goal in each of his 5 games (4-1). 

JANUARY 21, 2013: With more of my energy focused on the NCAA this season, I know that NHL teams continue to give college goal-
ies more looks. It’s a great method of development, as they’ll let goalies mature until they are 23-25 years of age, then sign them as 
unrestricted free agents. With this trend growing, I’ve added a few college goalies to the list. Sean Bonar is a very technically sound 
goalie with good size and experience coming out of the BCHL. Coreau is a very lanky goalie that has raised a lot of eyebrows up here 
in the Upper Midwest region. Finally, Boston University freshman Matt O’Connor has the size needed to earn pro-level opportunities.

Gems


